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Lauinger Library has been awarded a $95,200 grant from The Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation and the Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR). The 
Library’s project, entitled Undiscovered Printmakers: Hidden Treasures in Georgetown 
University’s Library, is one of CLIR’s “Cataloging Hidden Special Collections and 
Archives” grants. Award recipients of these CLIR grants create web-accessible 
records according to standards that will enable the broadest possible exposure to the 
scholarly community. More about the CLIR hidden collections grants can be found 
at http://www.clir.org/hiddencollections/index.html.

This 18-month project will make accessible to scholars the personal collections 
of six significant 20th century American printmakers. Included are the papers of 
renowned wood engravers and book illustrators Lynd Ward (1905-1985), whose 
influential “wordless novels” are widely regarded as among the earliest American 
graphic novels; and the preeminent printmaker John DePol (1913-2004). The project 
will also make available the artwork of four highly talented but underappreciated 
women printmakers of the same period: Louise Miller Boyer (1890-1976), Helen 
King Boyer (b. 1919), Marguerite Kumm (1902-1992), and Kathleen Spagnolo (b. 
1919). The materials to be cataloged are mostly prints, drawings and printmaking 
matrices, including the woodblocks for Ward’s earliest graphic novels. Several 
of the collections, notably Ward’s, are complemented by substantial archives of 
correspondence and manuscripts, ideal resources not only for the scholarly study of 
the artists’ experimental working methods, but also for use in teaching.
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Left and Center: Lynd Ward, Pettifoggers and Judges, 1943, mezzotints. Right: Helen King Boyer, Light 
from Darkness, 1960, aquatint.  
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 “A city set on a hill cannot be hid. Nor do men light a lamp and put it 
under a bushel, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the house.” 
[Matthew 5:14-15, Revised Standard Version Bible]

In this issue you learn about our grant from the Mellon Foundation, 
administered under the CLIR “Cataloging Hidden Special 
Collections and Archives” program. The staff of our Special 
Collections Research Center, working with the Director of Planning 
and Assessment, achieved this prestigious grant in order to bring 
to light some of the Library’s spectacular print collections. At the 
completion of the grant period, we will have provided information 
about these “hidden” materials for students and scholars the world 
over. 

But what is a hidden collection, and why did we hide it?

We didn’t ever intend to “hide” anything. We want the world to 
know what libraries have so that scholars can create new knowledge 
from existing knowledge. But 
for a period of decades, research 
libraries ingested collections as 
quickly as possible. Many of these 
special collections contain one-
of-a-kind items, for which unique 
catalog entries must be researched 
and then created—there are 
no existing copies. Often the 
materials are in languages rarely 
spoken. Even more often, libraries 
acquire the rare, the exotic, the 
infrequently-held, in order to 
complement existing current 
acquisitions and to match the 
scholarly mission of the university. 
And most often, libraries are the 
beneficiaries of truly wonderful 
gifts, developed over decades Helen King Boyer, Du Holde Kunst, 1951, 

drypoint.

cont inued  on page  4
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In December 2011, 
a new exhibition on 
the history of student 
life at Georgetown 
was installed in the 
front hall of the 
Leavey Center on the 
Georgetown University 
campus. Highlighting 
moments from the 
arrival of Georgetown’s 
first student, William 
Gaston, in 1791 to the 
collaborative, student-
led effort to create a 
union for the workers at Leo’s—the undergraduate community’s primary source for 
meals—this exhibition shows that students are at the heart of Georgetown’s history.  
We hope that curious students and visitors alike will wander by and learn something 
new about Georgetown’s past. 

This exhibition traveled a 
long way from its conception 
in conversation with Vice 
President for Student Affairs, 
Todd Olson, to its installation 
as a full-fledged exhibition. 
With the mentorship of the 
University Archivist, Lynn 
Conway, and the Gelardin New 
Media Center’s Graphic Artist/
Photographer, David Hagen, 
an exhibition was born. After a 
long summer of digging through 
old photographs, scouring Ye 
Domesday Booke, and working 
with many wonderful Georgetown staff members, 33 “moments” were selected. Images 
were chosen, captions scrubbed, and frames purchased. Now, Georgetown students 
have a history that is all their own, and can study it, own it, and become part of the 
long line of students who have built the Georgetown that we know today. 
--EG
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Student Life Exhibition

From left to right, Library Graphic Artist/Photographer David Hagen, exhibi-
tion creator/curator Emma Green (C’2012), University Archivist Lynn Conway 
and Vice President for Student Affairs Todd Olson.

One of the featured images in the new Leavey Center 
Student Life display is this photograph of the “Junior Yard,” the 
governing body for younger students’ athletic organizations at 
Georgetown University in 1901. From the Georgetown University 
Archives.

Georgetown University Library 
Board member Selwa (Lucky) 
Roosevelt received The President’s 
Award for Distinguished Federal 
Civilian Service at a White House 
ceremony on February 27. Pictured 
at the Blair House reception are 
University Librarian Artemis G. Kirk, 
the Honorable Selwa Roosevelt, and 
Library Board member Peter Tanous.

New Endowment 
Funds at the Library

The Library thanks our 
generous donors who 
will enrich the Library’s 
collections and its 
programming by establishing 
these funds:

The Robert P. Daly, Sr. 
Endowment Fund was 
established by his children 
Robert P. Daly, Jr. (C’77, 
L’80) and Margaret Daly 
McCrary (B’80). The fund 
will support the acquisition 
of circulating, research 
and special materials, in a 
variety of formats, on the 
topic of World War II and 
its surrounding history. The 
fund will also support the 
preservation, by traditional 
or digital means, of those 
items concerning World War 
II which may be accessed by 
the Georgetown community 
and scholars and students 
worldwide.

The Tanous Family Endowed 
Lecture Fund was established 
by Peter J. Tanous (C’60) in 
honor of Lauinger Library’s 
40th anniversary. The fund 
will support an annual 
lecture program for the 
Library Associates.

President’s Award
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...Bushels, continued

Exhibitions
Gunlocke Room

February-May
Dickens at Georgetown: A 

Bicentenary Exhibition

faiRcHilD GalleRY

March-July
The Boyer Family: Mother-Daughter, 

Innovative Printmakers

keRBS eXHiBiT aRea

February-March
Three Centuries of Jesuit 

Contributions to Science in China 

(1600-1900)

leon RoBBin GalleRY

September 2011-September 2012
Italian Opera in the Leon Robbin 

Collection

Dickens signature from an autograph letter 
in the Special collections Research center’s 
Ziegler Dickens collection, 17 may, 1843.

by devoted private collectors who scoured the world to amass the most 
complete holdings on a given topic, author, artist, or composer. 

Whatever the format or language of our special items, each requires 
unique care, handling and description.  Is it an English or an American 
first edition of Mark Twain, for example? What is the precise size 
in centimeters of the book? What is the geographic provenance of a 
Renaissance musical manuscript? Are the notes and words identical to a 
similar manuscript located elsewhere? Who was the addressee of a letter 
from Graham Greene and what is their relationship? What is the main 
topic of that letter?

I write these questions to suggest that there is hardly ever preexisting 
“copy” from which to derive and reproduce data that will be useful for 
a scholar or student. Therefore, the library specialist will spend hours, 
days or even weeks researching all that may be known about the item. It 
absolutely matters that catalog descriptions be clear and true, not only 
because scholars are deeply aware of variants, but also because some items, 
documents or books have greater value than others, and must be insured 
and protected accordingly.  It is small wonder, then, that with such labor-
intensive but required activity, collections have indeed remained “hidden.” 
However, libraries are increasingly devoting more resources to the 
cataloging and processing of their treasures. The Mellon Foundation and 
CLIR, respecting and valuing scholarly activity as they do, are assisting in 
the effort to “expose” as many hidden collections as possible.

Few libraries will turn away gifts that can become, over time, a researcher’s 
gold mine of scholarly opportunity. So libraries may acquire and acquire, 
and keep treasures secured safely away, until a program like the Mellon 
Foundation/CLIR grant allows us to become not just keepers but revealers 
of what we maintain.  The program is particularly interested in collections 
that have the potential for high scholarly interest. In the case of our 
undiscovered printmakers, including Lynd Ward and the Boyers, the 
reviewers of our proposal agreed with us that the artistic endeavors of these 
artists needed exposure. We have been hiding their artistic light under 
our hidden collections bushel, but with this grant—a first step in what we 
expect to provide a renewed impetus to describe and eventually exhibit 
our treasures—we are becoming “the [university] on the hill [whose 
collections] cannot be hid.”
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Upcoming 
Events
March 15
Singular Pluralities: Examining Indian 
Literatures
Namita Gokhale, author
Copley Formal Lounge, Copley Hall
Georgetown University

March 19
Evelyn Waugh and the Question of 
Inheritance
Alexander Waugh, speaker
Murray Room, Lauinger Library
Georgetown University

april 12
The Boyer Family: Mother-Daughter, 
Innovative Printmakers
A Gallery Talk with Marvin Aguilar 
(C’2012)
Fairchild Gallery, Lauinger Library
Georgetown University

april 19
A Nation of Immigrants
The Ellen Catherine Gstalder (C’98) 
Memorial Lecture
Professor Susan F. Martin, speaker
Georgetown University

The Library’s 2011 holiday 
card celebrated the 200th 

birthday of Charles Dickens 
with an image of the cover 
spine illustration on the 
first issue of the first edition 
of Dickens’ The Chimes: A 
Goblin Story of Some Bells that 
Rang an Old Year Out and 
a New Year In. The book is 
part of the Ziegler Dickens 
Collection in the Special 
Collections Research Center 
of the Library. The illustration 
also coincidentally allowed 
the Library to celebrate the 
Georgetown Chimes and 
their generious support of the 
Library through the Chimes 
Endowment Fund.

Arnold U. Ziegler (1900 
– 1974) worked 25 years 
for Sherwin Williams and 
later became an accountant and business manager for Nemasket 
Transportation Company in Middleboro, Massachusetts. His 
Dickens collection began with a Christmas gift from one of his 
daughters of the first edition of The Mystery of Edwin Drood in 1956. 
Soon thereafter Mr. Ziegler set about building a notable personal 
collection of books and objects related to Dickens, and became 
Treasurer of the Boston branch of the Dickens Fellowship. Later in 
life Mr. Ziegler lived in Raynham, Massachusetts, and was the fond 
father of five children who, following his death, gave his collection 
to Georgetown.

The Ziegler collection counts among its more than 2,000 items 
examples of virtually all of Dickens’ first editions; very nearly all 
pre-1970 biographical or critical monographic studies devoted to 
Dickens; more than half a shelf of books from Dickens’ own library; 
autograph letters by Dickens and members of his circle; original 
illustrations of Dickens’ works by Cruikshank, Charles Green, 
“Kyd,” and others; and a wealth of supporting material in many 
different formats.  Later acquisitions have included many of the 
first American editions of Dickens’ works, as well as an important 
manuscript by Mark Lemon of a play on which he collaborated with 
Dickens, Mr. Nightingale’s Diary.
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Christopher Duffner (C’2013) read 
an excerpt, familiar to many, from A 

Christmas Carol concerning the arrival 
of the second of the three visiting 

spirits, “a jolly Giant, glorious to see; 
who bore a glowing torch, in shape not 

unlike Plenty’s horn, and held it up, 
high up, to shed its light on Scrooge, 

as he came peeping round the door.”

The Chimes performing on 
one of the Riggs balconies 
at the Library Associates 
holiday party. Photo by 
David Hagen.

Holiday Part y
The Library Associates returned to Riggs Library in 
December for our annual celebration of the holidays!

Jesuit Foot soldiers of science
This February the Library Associates were joined at Georgetown by librarians 
from Boston College’s Burns Library for the Annual Casey-McIlvane Memorial 
Lecture, in a reciprocal joint event to the Science and the Jesuits program in 
Boston last November. Georgetown Associate Professor and Director of the 
Master of Arts in German and European Studies Program Kathryn M. Olesko 
presented a compelling talk entitled Jesuit Foot Soldiers of Science. Bridget Burke, 
Boston’s Associate University Librarian for Special Collections, and John 
Buchtel, Head of our own Special Collections Research Center, shared some 
insight on their respective holdings of Jesuit scientific works. 

Professor Olesko discussed the growth of Jesuit schools across Europe during 
the 16th and 17th centuries and their emphasis on the “natural sciences.” 
As scientific knowledge evolved, particularly through the discoveries and 
theories of Galileo, Copernicus, and Newton, Jesuit teachers and scientists 
were constrained by the strict Aristotelian curriculum endorsed by the Church.  
However, as Professor Olesko explained, many of the Jesuits found wily ways 
to get around these restrictions, including offering private lessons not subject 
to the Church’s curricula and writing treatises that, on the surface, disproved 
many of the theories of the scientific revolution, but in reality supported 
them. Acording to Professor Olesko, through spreading knowledge of modern 
scientific discoveries—even if by means of subterfuge—Jesuits played an 
essential role in the growth of scientific thought.

The Casey-McIlvane Endowed Library Lecture Fund was established in 
memory of Francis L. Casey, Jr., C’50, L’53, and in honor of the Reverend Donald W. McIlvane, F’46 through 
the generous joint gift of Nancy McIlvane Del Genio, F’82 and the late Roseanne McIlvane Casey, S’79.

Georgetown Professor Kathryn 
Olesko. Photo by David Hagen.

Bridget Burke, Associate University 
Librarian for Special Collections 
at Boston College. Photo by David 
Hagen.
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How many artists typically wear black-tie tuxedo attire in lieu of a smock to 
work on a painting?  It may sound like over-dressing, but in the 1847 self-
portrait by Georgetown College’s first fine arts instructor James Alexander 
Simpson, the formality appears entirely natural. The artist holds a paint 
palette and gazes proudly out at the viewer; in his starched white shirt with 
gleaming black studs this gentleman paints an affirmation of artistic success 
in an era before photography preserved one’s likeness for posterity.  

At the age of 42, when Simpson created this piece, he had recently 
completed a commission from the widow of Commodore Stephen Decatur to 
copy her late husband’s portrait by Gilbert Stuart. So popular was that image 
that Simpson painted several more copies for the family. One of them found 
its way into Georgetown’s collection, because Mrs. Decatur was a benefactor 
of the college and lived in a “cottage” close to what is now the White-
Gravenor building until her death in 1860. The Decatur portrait may be seen 
in Healy Hall’s Philodemic Room, in the same spot where it hung at the turn 
of the 20th century. 

Simpson, a native of Washington, D.C. and a Georgetown alumnus, taught 
sporadically, or when there was a demand for his skills, between the years 1830 and 1865.  The University owns 
five prized Simpson landscape views of campus from the 1830s, painted for then Georgetown President, Thomas F. 
Mulledy, S.J. Two of them are on permanent view in Carroll Parlor (Healy 107). The other three are hanging in the 
President’s Office and the College Dean’s Office.

Simpson had no direct descendants, so his 1847 self-portrait was passed down for generations in the family of 
his sister. According to Justin Frank, who brought the portrait to Georgetown, it had hung for many years in his 
parents’ home. When Mr. Frank’s parents passed away, he and his sister Marcia, an archivist, discovered Simpson’s 
connection with Georgetown and decided to offer their Uncle Simpson’s portrait to the University in 2009.

At that time the painting lacked a frame and was sadly in need of repair. A substantial L-shaped tear marred the 
central part of the canvas, there were minor paint losses, and a layer of accumulated dirt on the surface substantially 
darkened the picture overall. Fortunately the Library was able to allocate funds for a professional restoration, 
and the task fell to the talented retired Smithsonian paintings conservator, Ann Creager, who continues to do 
restoration work on commission.  

When Georgetown Junior David Schuler, a reporter for The Hoya, contacted Art Curator LuLen Walker about 
writing a piece on the art collection, he was not sure what to choose as a subject until he saw the engaging Simpson 
portrait and heard about its strong connection with Georgetown’s history. He was inspired to unravel the story of 
how the painting was handed down from generation to generation, and even interviewed Mr. Frank’s 93 year-old 
aunt, Ruth Ramsdell Stout, living in Silver Spring, Maryland. His feature story, printed on the cover of The Hoya in 
January, can be read online at www.thehoya.com/news/restored-painting-now-at-rest-on-hilltop-1.2754668.

The freshly cleaned and repaired portrait, with its sparkling surface and crisp, bright colors, has an elegant new 
frame and is now displayed in a place of honor in the Special Collections Research Center’s Gunlocke Reading 
Room on the fifth floor of Lauinger Library. Visitors are welcome to come and admire Mr. Simpson and his new 
“facelift” any weekday from 9 to 5.
--LLW

An Instructor’s Self-Portrait
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Georgetown University Library Associates
3700 O Street, NW
Washington, DC 20057-1174

Lantern Slides
LibraryAssociates

The Georgetown University Library Associates are 
a group of Georgetown alumni, parents and friends 
dedicated to helping the Library shape the creation 
of knowledge, conserve culture for posterity and 
transform learning and research. To learn more, 
contact us at 202-687-7446 or visit us at: 

library.georgetown.edu/associates

Did you miss one of our Library Associates events? 
You can find full-length videos online in the Digital 
Georgetown section of our website. Go to 
www.library.georgetown.edu/digitalgeorgetown.

Lantern slides were widely used in academic settings 
in the 19th and early 20th centuries to illustrate 
lectures. The Special Collections Research Center here 
at Georgetown holds a large number of these slides, 
covering a wide range of subjects including art history, 
astronomy, theology, botany and geology.  Scanning 
these slides can reveal remarkable detail. The botanical 
image above is scanned from a 4x5 inch slide, and is 
just one example of thousands of glass plate slides in 
the Library’s collections.
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